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Signing into the Tutorial

Every week, you are expected to sign into your practical class.
In order to do this, please enter the following at a command line prompt:

SignIn

Please note that this command is case sensitive.
You will be informed if you have correctly signed into the practical.
Any student that does not do this shall be assumed to be absent from

the practical. You have been warned!

Practical Questions

In answering the following questions, you are reminded to use the ltsa
where appropriate.

Questions marked (*) are to be completed in your own time.

1. Show that ||S1 and S2 describe the same process behaviors:

P = (a -> b -> P).
Q = (c -> b -> Q).
||S1 = (P || Q).

S2 = (a -> c -> b -> S2 | c -> a -> b -> S2).

Ensure that you can explain why your answer is correct.

2. Define each of the following processes:

(a) The Form process allows a user to enter data, before this data
is submitted. When a reply (from a web server) is received, the
process terminates successfully.

(b) The Server process waits for data to be submitted to it. Once
this has happened, the server may insert the data into a Database.
Having done this, the Server process replies to the sender.

(c) The Database process inserts data into a database or allows
select queries to be made.

(d) A distributed application consists of a Form, Server and Database
process all operating concurrently.

3. Extend the web page/server process definition (as given in example 5
of the week 3 lecture notes) so that more than one WebPage may use
the Server (eg. 5 say). Your answer should use process labeling!
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4. (*) A roller-coaster control system only permits its car to depart when
it is full. Passengers arriving at the departure platform are registered
with the roller-coaster controller by a turnstile. The controller signals
the car to depart when there are enough passengers on the platform
to fill the car to its maximum capacity of Max passengers.

The car then goes around the roller-coaster track and then waits for
another Max passengers.

The roller-coaster consists of 3 processes: Turnstile, Control and
Car. Turnstile and Control interact via the shared action passenger
indicating an arrival. Control and Car interact via the shared action
depart signalling car departure.

Provide process definitions for the roller-coaster. Ensure you check
your answer by drawing the transition graph using the ltsa tool.
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